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But there is another key question. 

 

“What you did to him….” Alina paused in her tone, naturally talking about the person in Stella’s heart. 

 

After all, that person is now engaged to her blood-related sister, whether she recognizes it or not, but 

that’s kin. 

 

This kind of kinship was complicated and confusing, and disgusting. 

 

So when she said this, Alina looked at Stella with more worry in her eyes. 

 

However, Stella said, “It doesn’t matter, I just want to get back what belongs to my father now.” 

 

Because of her grandmother’s illness, she knelt outside that woman’s door for two hours, and what she 

got in the end was that the heavy rain washed away her soul. 

 

And the last thoughts she had of that woman was washed away, too. 

 

Now, who was she to rely on what her father had once left behind and dictate to her world. 

 

Although she had been dealt a blow before in this matter, the Stella of now was completely unafraid at 

this point. 

 

It was a state of complete indifference, no matter what was said, she was going to take back all those 

that belonged to her father. 

 

Alina let out a sigh. 

 

In fact, Alina felt contradictory, according to her entanglements with Caleb during this period of time, 

she felt many things is not as simple as she thinks. 

 

Once started, then the world will be completely without peace. 

 

And Stella. 

 

Her world was. peaceful now, right. But when you think of her mother, she actually knows that this 

peace has already been broken. 

 

…… 

 

Alina didn’t come out of Stella’s Fukong Apartment until late afternoon, while Caleb’s car was parked 

outside. 

 



There was no telling how long it had been parked. 

 

The moment she saw the car, Alina’s eyes flashed with ice coldness. 

 

Tomas got out of the car. 

 

Respectfully, he said to Alina, “Miss Hughes, Master Caleb wants to see you.” 

 

When they saw each other time and time again before, Tomas called her Mrs. Mason before. 

 

And now, after all, it had changed. 

 

It was evident from the attitude of the people around Caleb that now was different in the end, and a 

constant reminder that it was over for good. 

 

“I don’t want to see him.” Alina said in an icy tone. 

 

Every time she and Caleb met, they quarreled, and now there was nothing to say between them. 

 

As for what Caleb wanted to see her for, it was because of what had happened at the Collins family early 

in the morning, and Alina had it in her mind. 

 

Caleb would definitely side with Emma. 

 

He is so defensive, whether it’s Alina or the Collins family, seems to have become a habit. 

 

Tomas, “I think you should go, after all, there are some things that are better explained clearly.” 

 

“When it was time to explain between us, he didn’t even listen to half of it, now, will he listen?” 

 

“……” 

 

“Besides, even if he wanted to listen now, I don’t need to explain it to him, do I?” 

 

Such words made Alina only feel amused. 

 

Tomas’s face changed, and he knew that inviting Alina is a very difficult job, since he had failed time and 

again. 

 

Now Tomas looked at Alina’s eyes, he was even more helpless. 

 

He wanted to say something. 

 

But in the end, nothing could be said. 

 



…… 

 

Alina still did not go to see Caleb in the end, but instead rushed to Waterside Villa to have dinner with 

Chester. 

 

Chester is really shrewd, or perhaps more or less he knew his brother well. 

 

Hence that Caleb wanted to see Alina was calculated by Chester. 

 

“Tomas has gone to see you?” 

 

Chester placed the dishes very thoughtfully in front of Alina, which were all Alina’s favourite food. 

 

And it was very nutritious. 

 

Alina looked at the man opposite her, smiling, not directly answering Chester’s question, “Chester, you 

are a good man.” 

 

He seemed to know almost everything a woman could do. 

 

At least up until now, Alina probably didn’t know what Chester could not do. 

 

The man smiled at her words. 

 

“Do you want me then?” The words was almost out of context. 

 

Alina stiffened. 

 

Although it was completely over between her and Caleb, when it came to such a question of her future 

life, she would still subconsciously avoid it. 

 

In the end, it was because she had been hurt too much by Caleb. 

 

In particular, the incident three years ago had overturned all her views, she was a woman who could not 

even trust her own husband. 

 

Now it led to the fact that Alina would be defensive. 

 

“Abby, I know you are afraid in your heart, I will give you time, three years and five years, it’s all good.” 

Now she is defensive, but she will always see it clearly. 

 

And when Chester said such words, Alina’s heart, which was already tight, thumped even more. 

 

She took a deep breath, “Actually, Chester, you don’t need to wait for me.” 

 



It had been so long, and at this point in time, what kind of girl could he not find? Why waste all this time 

on her? 

 

A person’s life is actually very short. 

 

This is why, after wasting time on some people, it leads to a lot of resentment, and even, hatred. 

 

“Abby.” Chester’s tone heaved. 

 

Obviously, he was very unhappy about Alina’s words. 

 

When Alina looked at the man like this, she knew that such a topic could not be carried on between 

them at all. 

 

She was already helpless, and now she was even more annoyed and headache-ridden. 

 

“Then let’s not talk about this matter for the time being, okay? How about we make a pact?” 

 

“I don’t need any pact from you.” As Alina spoke about the pact, it was almost instantly denied by the 

man. 

 

Alina was really helpless. 

 

It seemed that it was still necessary to keep some distance from Chester at the right time, and this 

would always fade away only after the distance was far away. 

 

When the matter of grandma and mum and dad is over, she will go back to Shirling immediately, and it 

is better for her to come less to Ingford in the future. 

 

As she had been thinking this way, the stuffy weight in her heart made her feel slightly better inside. 

 

…… 

 

Tomas came back. 

 

When Caleb saw that it was him who came back alone, his face became more gloomy. 

 

He said in a cold tone, “You came back by yourself?” 


